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Lessons From Judges 1. In the story of Gideon, we see an interesting picture of the part God has called us to
play in winning the battle for othe. Gideon lived at a time of spiritual darkness in Israel. Though he was loyal
to God, precious few of the rest of his fellow Israelites were. At his summons, 32, men flocked to his banner.
The Midianites had ,; a 4 to 1 ratio in favor of the enemy. But God told Gideon he had too many! Looking at
the remaining 10,, a After another screening, Gideon was left with just Gideon divided his force into 3 equal
groups of a hundred. No where does it say the men had weapons because at this time there were almost none
left in Israel. And Israel had not yet learned the art of iron-working. From a quick reconnaissance mission
Gideon had staged earlier that evening he knew God had been softening up the enemy with a little
psychological warfare. When Gideon gave the signal, all the men in his group broke their pitchers, sending the
light of their torches flaring brightly into the camp. Then they blew the battle charge on their horns. This
completely freaked out the Midianites who were roused from a dead sleep. The middle watch began at 10 p.
All they knew was that there was battle at hand. Problem was, they were stabbing each other. All of this is a
picture of spiritual warfare. Listen to the words of Ephesians 6: Our real struggle is not with human beings â€”
b. God whittled the army of Israel from 32, down to only No way â€” no how! Why did God leave Gideon
any troops at all?
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American stoneware jug with Albany slip glaze on the top, c. The mineral kaolinite is present but disordered,
and although mica and quartz are present their particle size is very small. Stoneware clay is often accompanied
by impurities such as iron or carbon, giving it a "dirty" look, and its plasticity can vary widely. Fire clays are
generally considered refractory, because they withstand very high temperatures before melting or crumbling.
Refractory fire clays have a high concentration of kaolinite, with lesser amounts of mica and quartz.
Non-refractory fire clays, however, have larger amounts of mica and feldspar. Visually this hardly differs from
earthenware or porcelain equivalents. Stoneware can be once-fired or twice-fired. To produce a better quality
fired glaze finish, twice-firing can be used. This can be especially important for formulations composed of
highly carbonaceous clays. Water absorption of stoneware products is less than 1 percent. Much tableware in
stoneware is white-glazed and decorated, and it is then visually highly similar to porcelain or faience
earthenware. History and notable examples[ edit ] Asia[ edit ] Chinese Yixing teapot , Qing dynasty, c. Japan
did not make porcelain until about , and north China in contrast to the south lacks the appropriate kaolin-rich
clays for porcelain on a strict Western definition. Jian ware in the Song dynasty was mostly used for tea wares,
and appealed to Buddhist monks. Most Longquan celadon , a very important ware in medieval China, was
stoneware. Ding ware comes very close to porcelain, and even modern Western sources are notably divided as
to how to describe it, although it is not translucent and the body often grey rather than white. In China, fine
pottery was very largely porcelain by the Ming dynasty , and stoneware mostly restricted to utilitarian wares,
and those for the poor. Exceptions to this include the unglazed Yixing clay teapot , made from a clay believed
to suit tea especially well, and Shiwan ware , used for popular figures and architectural sculpture. But in Japan
many traditional types of stoneware, for example Oribe ware and Shino ware , were preferred for chawan cups
for the Japanese tea ceremony , and have been valued up to the present for this and other uses. From a
combination of philosophical and nationalist reasons, the primitive or folk art aesthetic qualities of many
Japanese village traditions, originally mostly made by farmers in slack periods in the agricultural calendar,
have retained considerable prestige. Influential tea masters praised the rough, spontaneous, wabi-sabi ,
appearance of Japanese rural wares, mostly stoneware, over the perfection of Chinese-inspired porcelain made
by highly-skilled specialists. Stoneware was also produced in Korean pottery , from at least the 5th century,
and much of the finest Korean pottery might be so classified; as in China, the border with porcelain is rather
fuzzy. Not only celadons but much underglaze blue and white pottery can be called stoneware. Thailand
manufactured stoneware in two principal kiln centres, Si Satchanalai and Sukhothai. The firing technology
used in Thailand seems to have come from China. Some ancient Roman pottery had approached being
stoneware, but not as a consistent type of ware. Medieval stoneware remained a much-exported speciality of
Germany, especially along the Rhine , until the Renaissance or later, typically used for large jugs, jars and
beer-mugs. German imports were common from the early 16th century at least, and known as "Cologne ware"
after the centre of shipping it, rather than making it. Some German potters were probably making it in London
in the s, and a father and son Wooltus or Woolters were doing so in Southampton in the s. The popular
Japanese-inspired raku ware is normally stoneware. Notable historical European types include: Bartmann jug
â€” A decorated stoneware form that was manufactured in Europe throughout the 16th and 17th centuries,
especially in the Cologne region of Germany. Redware - unglazed stoneware with a terracotta red, initially
imitating Chinese Yixing ware teapots. It is a very significant stage in the development of porcelain in Europe.
During the 19th and the earlier part of the 20th century, cane ware continued to be made in South Derbyshire
and the Burton-on-Trent area as kitchen-ware and sanitary-ware. It had a fine-textured cane-coloured body
with a white engobe on the inner surface often referred to as cane and white. It is credited as being one of the
earliest examples of stoneware made in England. Developed in England around Ironstone china - patented in ,
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often classed as earthenware, but very strong and vitreous, and popular for wares with heavy usage. American
stoneware was the predominant houseware of 19th century North America, where the alternatives were less
developed.
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Treasure in Jars of Clay October 4, 2 Corinthians 4: We are hard pressed on every side, but not crushed;
perplexed, but not in despair; persecuted, but not abandoned; struck down, but not destroyed. We always carry
around in our body the death of Jesus, so that the life of Jesus may also be revealed in our body. So then, death
is at work in us, but life is at work in you. There will be changes in our lives during ! This is not a trite
prophecy taken from a Chinese fortune cookie, but rather it is a fact of life. Nothing in this life stays the same.
We will all change in certain ways during this new year. What is said is both encouraging and disturbing. How
encouraging it is to know that the power of growth in the Christian life is not self-generated, but comes from
God Himself verse 7. And this power is really there within every Christian, even though it is placed in such
unlikely containers as you and me! But this scripture is also disturbing because it is a "bust" to our pride to
admit that we are nothing but jars of clay. And not only that, but it seems that God purposely permits these
frail jars to be battered verses and broken verses The theme of this section of Scripture is the extreme contrast
between the message of the gospel verse 6 and the messenger of the gospel. The fantastic and fabulous
message of the good news in Jesus Christ is carried by frail and fragile messengers. This point is illustrated in
verse 7 by the contrast between a treasure and a clay jar. At the time this Scripture was written, earthenware
vessels were very plentiful in that part of the world. They were used as containers to hold water or food.
Sometimes these clay pots were used to hold things of greater worth, such as money, jewels, or even
parchments. The Dead Sea Scrolls were found in such containers. The common lamp at that time was also an
earthenware vessel. It was composed of a cheap clay pitcher or jar containing olive oil and a floating wick. All
of these pottery vessels were easy to purchase and broke just as easily. In fact, such potsherds can still be seen
among ancient ruins today. Thus the contrast between the carrier and the content of the Christian message is
well illustrated. The message of the gospel is precious and valuable like a treasure of jewels or light, but it is
purposely contained in common and ordinary-looking human "vessels of clay. They get runny noses and
rashes. They are subject to flu and forgetfulness. Some people have the idea that the growing Christian is to
become more like a "six million dollar man" each day. In verses 8 and 9 the apostle Paul You knew he wrote 2
Corinthians, right? He mentions instances in his own life which were impossible situations for mere man. The
deliverances which he experienced were clearly brought about by the power of God and not by the genius of
man. In these two verses, four sets of words are used to describe the battering of the clay vessel on the one
hand, and the miraculous deliverance by the power of God on the other hand. Can you identify with any of
these words? What about the time you tried to share your faith with that student who mocked you out? We can
all think of times when God stepped into our situation and "saved the day. Has there been a traumatic situation
in your life through which you sensed the presence of Christ with you in a new way? Has there ever been a
situation in which all natural means were at an end, and to your amazement, you saw the power of God at
work in an unbelievable way? God purposely permits the clay pots to be battered so that He can exhibit His
supernatural power in the situation. All the struggles and hassles of the battering a Christian goes through have
the result of breaking open the clay jar so that the treasure within can be seen. Even though the anxiety of
circumstances, the antagonism of persons and the attacks of Satan himself are death-blows to the natural
human vessel of clay, the very life of Jesus is revealed through the Christian as a result. The Christian who is
seeking to live a godly life will in some way know what the hate of the world and the attack of Satan are all
about See John As the Christian undergoes these deadly attacks and the jar of clay is broken down, the Divine
Life which can never be destroyed can be both seen and communicated more easily to others who need this
treasure. In verse 12 Paul says that the breaking process at work in his life resulted in new life in Christ for the
Corinthians. Throughout God will permit the battering and breaking process to go on in your life. There may
be changes in your way of living, but that is all part of Christian growth.
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Breaking the Earthenware Jar is a story of courage and hope. The incidence of domestic violence in South Asia is
among the highest in the world, and the efforts of 'activists' against it are compelling and instructive.

Chapter 5 : â€œTrumpets & Torchesâ€• Judges
The breaking of Israel as a potter's earthenware jar was illustrated in the valley of the son of Hinnom at the entrance of
the potsherd gate (vv. ). A potsherd is a fragment of broken pottery. Israel would be punished and broken by God into
potsherds at the gate that leads into the valley of the son of Hinnom, a place where evil persons.

Chapter 6 : Ruth Finney Hayward (Author of Breaking the Earthenware Jar)
Breaking the Earthenware Jar: Lessons from South Asia to End Violence Against Women and Girls by UNICEF starting
at $ Breaking the Earthenware Jar: Lessons from South Asia to End Violence Against Women and Girls has 1 available
editions to buy at Alibris.
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Breaking the Earthenware Jar: Lessons from South Asia to End Violence Against Women and Girls by United Nations ()
on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
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Breaking the Earthenware Jar: Lessons from South Asia to End Violence Against Women and Girls by United Nations,
Ruth Finney Hayward. United Nations. Paperback. VERY GOOD.

Chapter 9 : Sato (beverage) - Wikipedia
This book offers the opportunity to re-examine assumptions about family, care of children, and respect for women and
girls and their human rights.
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